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A new exhibit looks at how fashionable folks challenged gender tropes long before Janelle Monáe wore tuxedos
and guyliner became a word. By Sarah Bruning
At one point in history, it was easy to divide clothing into two categories: men’s and women’s. But over time, visionary designers (from Coco Chanel to
Commes des Garçons’ Rei Kawakubo) and their followers defied conventional thinking, creating unisex looks that blurred or even erased gender lines. This
evolution is examined in “His & Hers,” which opens Tuesday 30 at the Museum at FIT, which reveals how men’s and women’s clothing has changed—and
even overlapped—throughout the ages. We asked curators Colleen Hill and Jennifer Farley, along with androgynous style icon Jenny Shimizu, to comment
on what three notable pieces say about the role of gender in fashion.

Men’s dressing gown
(circa 1845)

A stark contrast from the
somber daytime looks of
the period, this vibrant
cotton robe typifies the
more decorative items
that gents sported in
private. “We’re
coming from the 18th
century and court
dress, when
menswear pieces
were extremely
ornate,” notes Hill.
“There was still that
desire to show their
personalities, and
home was
somewhere they
could express that.”
The piece’s fitted
waist initially led
Shimizu to think the
garment was
intended for a
woman. On second
glance, she found it
apt for the likes of
“Ebenezer Scrooge
or Elton John.”

Men’s skirt by Jean Paul Gaultier
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“His & Hers” at the Museum at FIT

Women’s evening dress by Alexander
McQueen (2008)

(circa 1987)

“In Western culture, the
skirt is almost
exclusively a feminine
garment,” explains
Farley. “For Gaultier
to introduce a skirt as
a masculine garment
in the ’80s was really
challenging these
gender boundaries.”
Echoing the curator’s
observation, Shimizu
also references the
forward-thinking
designer’s
propensity to draw
on other cultures
and time periods for
inspiration, likening
this particular
navy-wool–and–
black-leather
version to a
Spanish cowboy’s
garb. “It’s very
caballero to me,
kind of the way
open chaps were
worn,” she notes.

The late designer’s pioneering
clothes were as impeccably
tailored as they were edgy.
“This particular dress has
that striking aspect with the
black-and-white, very graphic
cut leather [on the bodice], but
it has a traditional hourglass
silhouette that sort of
recollects the 1950s or even
the 19th century,” Hill observes.
“I hate generalizing what’s
masculine and what’s
feminine,” says Shimizu.
“You can have someone
like Alexander who
creates these ornate
pieces, and it’s
coming from
a man.”
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ËGENDER BENDER: “His & Hers”: The Museum at FIT, Seventh Ave at 27th St (212-217-4558, fitnyc.edu). Tue–Fri noon–8pm, Sat 10am–5pm; free. Tue 30–May 10.

The 84th Annual Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade
The annual Turkey Day parade meanders through midtown, featuring giant-ass balloons, performances from Kanye and
Kylie, and plenty of holiday festivity. Three participants in this year’s extravaganza tell us why they love the big day.
—Audrey Tempelsman
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Meredith Vieira,

the Today show anchor
and parade cohost
“I grew up watching the
parade. We would be up
early helping my mom with
the stuffing or the mashed
potatoes, and the parade was always on. I can’t
imagine Thanksgiving without it. When I had the
opportunity to cohost with Matt [Lauer] and Al
[Roker] I was so excited. I remember being
nervous the night before; it was almost like the
day before Christmas, when you’re a kid. That’s
how much it meant to me. Almost being able to
touch the balloons as they went by, or shake
hands with somebody on a float took my breath
away. I get teased a lot by Matt and Al—they’re
waiting for me to lose it totally on the air.”

Janine
Durborow,

balloon copilot
“[An
assignment] on
a new balloon
is probably the
most sought-after thing that
you can get as a [piloting]
team. My first year of doing
[Sesame Street character] Abby
Cadabby, people were like,
“Who’s that?” The same the
second year. And then by the
third year, everyone was talking
about Abby Cadabby. I had her
when she was up-and-coming,
and now she’s a total star.”

?uestlove, performer and

drummer for the Roots
“Last year, we did the
Gibson Guitar float. And
what I learned was to pack
a better iPod [playlist].
We only had three songs,
which played out the speakers
[on the float], and it’s a threehour trip. We definitely don’t
want to subject ourselves to
‘Grandma Got Run Over by a
Reindeer’ 19 times again. This year
I’m going to try and custom-make
Christmas instrumentals and have
that be our soundtrack. We’re definitely
going to have the funkiest mix on the
float this year; I guarantee it.”
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ËGOBBLE GOBBLE! The 84th Annual Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade begins at 77th St and Central Park West; for the complete
parade route, visit macys.com/parade. Thu 25 9am–noon; free.
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